Your complete solution from a single supplier.
S.KO COOL EXECUTIVE Reefer Semi-Trailer.

The perfect premium transport
refrigeration unit with optimised
and constant temperature control.

TrailerConnect trailer telematics
provides you with safety and
transparency through the permanent
monitoring of all parameters.

The Full Service contract covers
all of the necessary maintenance,
inspections and wear repairs.

More than 1,200 audited service
partners for trailer service throughout Europe ensure first class aftersales support wherever you are.

Upgrade your business.

Reliability trumps all.

Transporting temperature-controlled freight is one of
the most demanding tasks in the transport sector.
Ensuring that the goods are carried safely, maintaining
the high hygiene standards and strict temperature
control requirements are just as essential as the
punctual delivery itself.

The benefits of the first complete solution at a glance:
-- Efficient and safe transport of refrigerated goods.
-- Maximum uptime through proven and innovative
technologies together with permanent function
monitoring.
-- Perfect co-ordination of all technical components
and interfaces.
-- Outstanding price-performance ratio.
-- Comprehensive, proactive service throughout the
trailer’s entire life cycle.
-- One contact, one Europe-wide service network,
one data management interface.

The S.KO COOL EXECUTIVE reefer semi-trailer offers
a special service. It is the first complete solution from
a single supplier which addresses every aspect of the
trailers use. The perfectly co-ordinated components
provide absolute reliability through top quality and
impressive uptime.

Transport Refrigeration Unit
Efficient and safe transport of refrigerated goods.

The intelligent partial-load control
of the refrigeration unit minimises
temperature fluctuations.

The control panel allows the display
and configuration of every aspect of
the temperature management.

The number of cooling ribs at the
front of the evaporator has been reduced to prevent them from icing up.

Two powerful, vertical radial fans on
the condenser ensure high airflow.

The intake duct for the evaporator
is protected behind the circulation
wall.

The large oil sump ensures that the
engine runs smoothly and extends
the oil change intervals.

Large fuel and air filters increase the
maintenance intervals.

The transport refrigeration unit
successfully covered 500,000 km
of endurance and load tests at the
Schmitz Cargobull Validation Centre.

The advantages at a glance.
-- 50 % fewer defrosting cycles due to the ice-reducing
evaporator design.
-- Durable industrial motor with intelligent speed control
and compressor with cylinder deactivation for low fuel
consumption.
-- Greater operational reliability and control thanks to the
electronic control unit.
-- Longer maintenance intervals due to the specially
dimensioned wearing parts.
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-- Precise temperature control throughout the entire interior
with minimal fluctuation.
-- Excellent economy combined with high-performance
cooling through efficient motor management.
-- High refrigeration performance for fast pull-down.
-- The best heat output among the direct competitors for
the shortest possible interruptions in goods cooling
when defrosting.

